
NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE 
TOURISM, EVENTS & PROMOTIONS COMMITTEE 

ON 26 MAY 2016 at 4:00PM IN THE CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 
MEETING ROOM, CIVIC CENTRE, TODD STREET

1. ATTENDANCE AND APOLOGIES:

PRESENT:

Councillor Brendan Heenan, ASTC (Chair)
Stephen Schwer- GM, Tourism Central Australia, Manager 
Lindsey Dixon - Tourism NT, Marketing Coordinator (new)
Henry Szczypiorski - Acting Director Corporate & Community Services 
Leon Tripp-ASTC, Community and Cultural Development Manager 
Fran Stoops - ASTC, Community Projects Officer (minutes)

APOLOGIES:

Mayor Damien Ryan, ASTC
Kay Bade - Chamber of Commerce NT, Executive Director 
Deputy Mayor Jamie de Brenni, ASTC 
Councillor Dave Douglas, ASTC 
Telly Ociones - ASTC

The meeting opened at 4:00pm.

2. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS:

RESOLVED:
That it be a recommendation to Council:

That the minutes of the meeting held on 28 April 2016 be confirmed as a true 
and correct record of the proceedings of that meeting.

Previous Minutes were noted by the Committee due to lack of a quorum

3. BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES

3.1 Alice Springs Todd Mall

Alice Springs Todd Mall Association

Damien has apparently met with Darren Burton of Uncle Edy’s Ice Cream who had 
expressed interest in the position of Chair of Alice Springs Todd Mall Association.

Unsure of outcome - to be carried over till next meeting 

Pod-ud Shoos

Leon mentioned that Council were going take over the empty shop next door to the 
pop up gallery. Sustainable Couture and Wearable Arts have approached Leon to 
discuss displays in the shop window. Leon will work with them to curate their works to 
add a bit more interest within the area. Shutters will be open during the day and then 
shut during the evening. $56 has been taken from the pop up shop budget for the 
connection fee to lift for the window shutters. The Old Jila Arts shop in discussion will 
be window display only.
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ASTC pop up gallery in the old Don Thomas store is leased till end of July. Two paid 
casual workers with relevant arts backgrounds are managing the gallery

Hayley Michener, ASTC Environment Officer has been involved in a project called 
‘doll it down’. This project takes Barbie dolls, giving them haircuts, making handmade 
clothes so they are more realistic. Hayley has expressed interest in using the window 
space to display the dolls.

Leon mentioned that as the ASTC pop up gallery can be easy to miss depending on 
which way you travel through the mall that a sign could be placed in the old Jila Arts 
window to inform people of the gallery next door. A sandwich board is at present 
positioned out front.

LJ Hooker has been in contact with Leon re the empty shops on Gregory Terrace. 
One idea from a member of the community suggested projections on the inside of 
each window such as a tumble weed moving from one shop window to another.

Tangentyere design have also contacted Leon as they have a group of architects 
from the University of Newcastle on an exchange in Alice for 2 weeks in August 
looking for a public space to work in. It was suggested that they could possibly work in 
one of the shops so at least there is activity in one of the empty shops.

Henry suggested offering the shops for possible artists in residents.

General feedback regarding the pop up shops is positive. However, the outcome is to 
have businesses in the shops and providing rent to owners. Leon is bridging the gap 
where applicable as a broker between interested community members and LJ 
Hooker.

3.2 PA System on Council Lawns

Leon has contacted Central Comms. However, the person he needs to speak to is not 
available till 3 June as out bush.

ACTION:
Leon Tripp still to investigate all options and come back with costings on the PA 
system.

3.3 TEP Committee Budget

$42,000 still available this financial year

3.4 Banners in Todd Mall

Leon is still requesting images from art centres for a mix of Aboriginal art and 
landscapes. Images have already been received from Desart and a number of their 
art centres. From the images received 8 will be chosen.

Tourism NT mentioned that they have been looking at a photo shoot so that images 
are available for us to use. However, the shoot will now not be until the next financial 
year. TCA are also in the completion stages of a photo shoot for general image shots 
which could possibly be used for the banners.

4. OTHER BUSINESS:

4.1 Arid Lands Environment Centre- desertSMART ECOFair
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An application for sponsorship has been submitted with a request for $5000 cash 
support and in kind support for the use of wheelie bins and cinema screen. Rex has 
already approved the latter in kind.

If the recommendation of $5000 is approved, Council would fall into the category of 
Gold sponsor which is $5000 and above - Stephen suggested that a condition is 
attached prior to any money being paid out and that the event is listed on the 
Australian Tourism Data Warehouse so that a portion of the money is used to 
promote the event to those living outside Alice Springs.

With high profile speakers that attend the event by promoting the event also on social 
media such as Facebook, this will send the message nationally promoting the 
location. It was also suggested that a small portion of money is put towards promoting 
the event outside of Alice - so that the event is publicised wider and broader which 
will assist in building the market. Another proviso is that proof will be required again 
prior to any money going out in regards to promotion via a Google ad, Facebook 
campaign, banner ad on Fairfax etc. Stephen agreed that ALEC can contact him to 
liaise directly with to discuss. It was also discussed that there is Data collection - 
Stephen to chat re a basic one page survey at the event.

RECOMMENDATION
That it be a recommendation to Council:

That $5000 be given to the desertSMART ECOFair event with above proviso

4.2 Australian Mammal Society Conference

A sponsorship and exhibitions prospectus was received with general information re 
tiers of sponsorship. Fran sent email with relevant sponsorship application to fill out 
and be submitted but has not received any response as yet. If application received 
providing relevant information and more tangibles then will be discussed further.

4.3 Bush Bands Bash

An application for sponsorship was submitted requesting $15,000 cash support which 
was supposed to be brought to last meeting. As this did not happen and due to 
timeframe, a special report was written which went to Council to be discussed. If cash 
support approved, monies will be taken from the TEP budget.

4.4 What’s Up Down Under caravan & camping TV show

Brendan has been in contact with Warren Parrot, Executive Producer from Parable 
Productions who look after What’s Up Down Under in relation to 4 episodes on the 
NT that will go to air mid -August and early September which will be viewed on 
Channel 10 and One HD. Council previously committed monies from TEP around 10 
years ago when they last filmed the show in the NT.

What’s Up Down Under produce a caravan and camping magazine and DVD for the 
caravan and camping communities.

They are looking at shooting 4 episodes with the first episode to be shot in Alice on 
28 June, 2nd shoot Daly Waters & Katherine, 3rd shoot would start in Katherine and 
follow journey to Darwin and final shoot would cover and finish in Darwin on Territory 
Day.
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They have a $200,000 target. $100,000 has already been given from New Age 
Caravans, in negotiations with Fay Miller from Katherine to find $15-$20,000 and 
Adam Coward is considering $50,000.

They are looking to secure $50,000 between Alice Springs and Katherine.

Brendan mentioned that Voyages have expressed interest but unsure if they have 
committed. Stephen’s concern was that dependent on Voyages being involved then 
one episode may be divided between Alice & Uluru and therefore Council would not 
need to put as much money towards the episode.

The TEP committee expressed that they would not want ASTC funding any other 
episode other than Alice Springs.

Henry pointed out that the request for cash support was late

ACTION:
Lindsey to put feelers out to see who has worked with the down under team 
previously and find out what they are like to work with
Stephen mentioned that from a TCA point of view that he would be happy to commit
$5000 towards an episode in Red Centre
Brendan to find out if Voyages have committed any funds

RECOMMENDATION
That it be a recommendation to Council:

Council to provide $15,000 cash if Voyages not submitting any funds and only 
$10,000 if they are involved. Add a proviso that ASTC has access to and receive raw 
footage to use for own purposes and/or a vignette of 2 mins etc.

5. NEXT MEETING: Thursday, 30 June 2016 at 4:00pm

6. CLOSURE OF MEETING: The meeting closed at 5pm


